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LET M2 be a compact, connected, piecewise-linear (PL) 2-manifold, and let * be a point of 
int (M’). If N is a subset of ilf2, then H,(M’) denotes the space of PL homeomorphisms 
of M2 which leave points of iV fixed. This paper proves that, if M2 is not S2 or P2, then 
the identity component (and hence each component) of H, ,,,(M”) is contractible. If M2 is 
S’ or P2, then the identity component of H* vaM (M”) has the homotopy type of a circle.! 
The analogous results to the above in the smooth category have been proved by Eells 
and Earle [3]. In the topological category, the analogous results have been proved by 
Hamstrom [6]. 
In $0, we make some definitions, quote some basic results and give the statement of 
the main theorem. In $1, we give a proof of the main theorem assuming Theorem 2.1 
which is proved in $2. In $3, we consider the relationship between the spaces H* ,&M), 
H,,(M), H,(M) and H(M). 
SO. DJWINIT.LONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
All manifolds, homeomorphisms and embeddings will be PL. 
R” is Euclidean n-space o denotes the origin of R”. D” is the standard n-cube 
[- 1, 11” c R”, and S”-’ is the boundary of D”, also denoted by dD*. I is the unit interval 
[0, 11. A” is the standard n-simplex embedded in R”. The vertices are numbered 0 up to n 
so that the O-vertex lies at the origin and the r-vertex lies on the rth coordinate axis, unit 
distance from the origin. 
@ denotes the empty set. If X is a manifold, then X denotes X - 8X. 
Let Y be a submanifold of the manifold X. 
Definition 0.1. H*(X) is defined to be the semi-simplicial (s.s) complex whose k- 
simplices are homeomorphisms A’ x X-t Ak x X which commute with projection onto Ak, 
and such that the restriction to A’ x Y is the identity. It has the obvious boundary and 
degeneracy maps. 
If Y = 0, we simply write H(X). 
Hy(X) is a Kan complex, [9], as Ak E Ak-i x 1, hence we can do homotopy theory 
with it. We can now state the main result of the paper. P2 denotes the real projective plane. 
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THEOREM 1.1. (i) If XI” is a compact, connected, 2-manifold, not S’ or P’, and * is a 
point of fi2, then H * ue,,iCM2) has contractible identity component. (ii) The identity compo- 
nents of H*(S2) and H*(P’) are homotopy equiralent to the circle S’. 
We will use the following notation for certain special 2-manifolds. K is the Klein bottle 
P # P, Moeb. is the Moebius band, Tis the torus S’ x S’. 
Definition 0.2. Y” is a locallyflat submanifold of X” if, given y E 1, there is a neigh- 
bourhood N of y in X and a homeomorphism (N, IV n Y) -+ CD”, D”), the standard ball 
pair. 
Note that any submanifold of a 2-manifold is locally flat. 
Let Y be a locally flat submanifold of X, i : Y--t X the inclusion map, and Z a sub- 
manifold of Y. 
Definition 0.3. E,(Y”, X”‘) is defined to be the S.S. complex whose k-simplices are 
embeddings f: A’ x Y-t Ak x X which commute with projection onto A’ and satisfy 
(i) f I(A” x 2) = (1 x i)l(Ak x Z), 
(ii) f -l(Ak x 8X) = A’ x i-‘(3X), 
(iii) given (t, y) E A’( x Y, there is a closed neighbourhood U of t in Ak, a closed neigh- 
bourhood V of y in Y, and an embedding a : U x V x D”‘-” -+ Ak x X such that the image 
of c( is a closed neighbourhood off(t, y) in Ak x X and the following diagram commutes, 
where 7c, x’ are projections onto the first factor. 
Ux(Vx0) 2 Ux(VxD”‘-“) : U 
lc 1% 1= 
AkxY 5 Ak x X 5 A’ 
E,( Y, X) has the obvious boundary and degeneracy maps. If 2 = 0, we simply write 
E( Y, X). E,(Y, X) is also a Kan complex, and thus we do homotopy theory with it and 
with H,(X). In particular, we will make use of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 0.4. Let f: K -+ L be a map of connected Kan complexes such that f* : 7ii(K) -+ 
TC~(L) is an isomorphism, for i 2 1. Then f is a homotopy equicalence. 
A proof of this theorem can be found in [ 1 I]. See [9] for the definition of homotopy 
groups of a semi-simplicial complex. We shall use this theorem together with the Five 
Lemma without further mention in what follows. 
The following theorem due basically to Hudson, [8], and proved in [12], will play an 
important part in the proof of our result. 
Definition 0.5. Y” is an allowable submanifold of X, if i-’ (ax) is a (n-1)-submanifold 
of ~3 Y or empty. 
In what follows, the statement “f: E + B is a fibration” means ‘I the image off is a 
union of components of B and f: E + f (E) is a fibration.” 
THEOREM 0.6. If Y is an allowable submanifold of X, then the restriction map Hax(X) -+ 
Ei-lCaxj (Y, X) is ajibration. 
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Remarks. It is also true that the restriction maps H(X) + E( Y, x) and H(X) + H(dX) 
are librations. In fact, NY(X) -+ Hi(r, na,Y (8.X’) is a fibration. Finally, it follows from the 
above that the restriction map E( Y, x) + E(i-‘(8X), 8X) is a fibration. 
The following lemmas will be needed. 
LEMMA 0.7. H* UavJD”) is contractible. 
Proof This uses the Alexander trick. 
LEhwA 0.8. The identity component of H,(R*) is homotopy equivalent to a circle. 
Proof. See [l] or [12]. 
LEMMA 0.9. The natural map H*(S’) + H(S2 - *) E H(R*) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. See [7]. 
LEMMA 0.10. Tfze identity component of He, x ?,(S1 x I) is contractible. 
Proof. See [l] or [12]. 
Lmhrsl 0.11. If &I* is the Moebius band, then H&M) is contractible. 
Proof It is easy to show that H,,(M) is connected, [4]. To prove that all the higher 
homotopy groups are zero, apply the methods of the author in [12], or those of Akiba [l], 
which were used to prove Lemma 0.8. 
LEMMA 0.12. If M is a compact, connected 2-mantfold and * is a point of h, then the 
image of the naturaZ map f: rc,(H(M)) -+ zl(E(*, A$) z n,(M) is centraf in n,(M). 
Proof. Let CL represent an element of n,(H(M)) and fi : (I, ZZ) + (M, *) represent 
f([r]) in x1(M). Let y : (I, aI) + (M, *) represent an element of n,(M) also. 
Consider the composite map g: I x Z l”u I x M 5 I x M : M, where (1 x y)(x, y) = 
(x, y(y)), and x is projection onto the second factor. Note that g](l x {i}) = band g]({i} x I) 
= y, where i = 0, 1. Thus g defines a homotopy between /PI and yb. :. [/?]6] = [y][/?] for all 
[v] E xl(M) and hence [/?I is central in n,(M). 
LEMMA 0.13. If M is a compact, connected d-manifold, not P*, K, T, S’ x I or Moeb., 
then n,(M) has trivial centre. 
Proof See [5]. 
$1. PROOF OF THE MAN THEOREM 
This section will be devoted to a proof of 
THEOREM 1.1. (i) If M* is a compact, connected 2-manifold, not S* or P*, and * is a 
point of A?*, then H * UaM(M2) has contractible identity component. (ii) The identity compo- 
nents of H,(S’) and H*(P*) are homotopy equivalent to the circle S’. 
Remark 1.2. If dM + 0, it follows that the identity components of H* va.ri(M) and 
H,,(M) are homotopy equivalent, by considering the fibration 
H * ,ahi(M) -+ H,,(M) -+ E(*, $0. 
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n,(E(*, k)) = rck(M) = 0 if li 2 2, and the map ~ci(H~.,~(~Cf)) -+ n,(E(*! M)) can be seen to 
be zero by choosing a path in LV from * to a point of s&f. 
The crucial step in the proof of this theorem is 
T~OEEM 2.1. If M2 is a compact, connected 2-manifold, not S2 or P2, S’ c .<J2 is 
essential, and * is a point of S’, then E,(S’, AJ’) has contractible identity component. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1(i) assuming Theorem 2.1. If 1W” is a compact, connected ‘-mani- 
fold, then M2 E (S2 # tT # pP) - k disjoint open 2-d& where # denotes connected 
sum, and t, p are non-negative integers denoting repeated connected sum. From the relation 
T # P z P # P # P, we see that if &Jis non-orientable, then ,W r pP - k holes, where p 2 1. 
Of course, if M is orientable, then ,vJ 2 (S2 # tT) - k noles, where t 2 0. (In the orientable 
case, t is called the genus of&J, and in the non-orientable case, p is the genus.) We proceed 
by induction on t in the orientable case or p in the non-orientable case and reduce the case 
p = 1 to the orientable case. 
If iLJ is orientable and t = 0, we apply Lemma 0.7 in the case k = 1, and Theorem 1.3 
in the case k 2 2, in order to start the induction. 
THEOREM 1.3. H* &S’ x I - r holes), r 2 0, has contractible identity component. 
The induction step itself is as follows. Let hil be a compact 2-manifold, not S’ or P2, 
then &J E tT- k holes, t 2 1, or AJ 2pP - k holes, p 2 1. In the orientable case, choose 
S’ c it’r’ to be a transverse circle of a torus. In the non-orientable case, when p 2 2, choose 
S’ c &J2 to be the attaching circle of a Moebius band, and in the case p = 1, when iVJ2 z 
Moebius band - (k - 1) holes, choose S’ to be the centre circle of M’. In all cases, if we 
cut 1LI along S’ we obtain a connected manifold N or two connected manifolds iV1, 1V2 of 
smaller genus than M. 
Now, in all cases, S’ is essential in IM, hence we can apply Theorem 2.1. Consider the 
fibration 
H a,~,s’(W --) H* uaaiWJ) -+ G.(S’> M2>- 
From Theorem 2.1, we see that the identity components of Hzj,(I ,J sl(M) and H* va.M(M) 
are homotopy equivalent. But the identity components of Hz~.i,,l(M) and H&N) are 
isomorphic, where N is the manifold (possibly not connected) obtained by cutting &J along 
S’. As each component of N has nonempty boundary, Remark 1.2 implies that, if * is an 
interior point of a component C of N, then the identity components of H&C) and H* vat 
are homotopy equivalent. Now our induction assumption implies that the identity com- 
ponent of H* ,,c(C) is contractible. Hence the identity component of H, ,adi(~vJ) is con- 
tractible. This completes the induction step and hence the proof of Theorem 1.1(i). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Denote (S’ x I) - r holes by F,. The proof is by induction on r. 
The case r = 0 is proved by using Lemma 0.10 and Remark 1.2. 
The induction step is as follows. Consider the fibrations 
(A) H*,.,a (F,) + H.+ v a(F,) -+ E(., P, - *), where *, 0 are distinct points off,, 
(B) ff*u~2ua(F,)-fHru.,,, (F,.) + E,(D”, $, - +), where 0 E D” c F, - *. 
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As in Remark 1.2, it follows from our induction hypothesis and (A) that the identity 
component of H, u 3 u *(F;) is contractible. 
Now there is a map I : E,(D’, R’) + E,(D’, E’, - *) obtained by choosing a neigh- 
bourhood of D’ in p, - x homeomorphic to R’. r is a homotopy equivalence. For let 
f: h’ x D’ -+ Ak x F, represent an element of x,(E,(D’, P, - *)). By contracting each D’ 
over itself keeping o fixed, we can pull the image under f into a “small” neighbourhood of 
o and hence, a priori, into R’ c P, - *. Thus r* is onto. Similarly x* is a monomorphism, 
and therefore, an isomorphism. 
The identity component of E,(D*, R”) is homotopy equivalent to S’. For consider 
the fibration 
H&R’) + H,(R’) + E,(D’, R’). 
H,l(R’)z Hs,.,(S’ x [0, co)) IS contractible by Hirsch [7], and the identity com- 
ponent of H,(R’) is homotopy equivalent to S’, by Lemma 0.8. 
It now follows that the identity componetlt of E,(D’, f, - *) is hotnotopy equivalent 
to S’, and hence (B) implies that H* v oz ua (F,.) has contractible identity component. But 
H * u Dz “a@-,) 2 H, ,a(Fr+ 11. 
This completes the induction step and hence the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Proof of Theorem I.l(ii). If hf2 = S”, the result follows because H,(S’) 2: H(R’) by 
Lemma 0.9. The identity component of H(R*) is homotopy equivalent to a circle, by 
Lemma 0.8 and the observation that the map H,(R2) + H(R’) is a homotopy equivalence. 
This is because of the fibration 
H0(R2) -+ H(R’) --t E(o, R’) 
and the fact that E(o, R’) is contractible. 
For the case 1V12 = P”, consider the fibration 
H&P’) -+ HJP’) -+ E,(D’, I”), 
where Y E D’ c P2. 
Now H,2(P2) z HJ (Moeb.) which is contractible by Lemma 0.11. Also E,(D2, P2) 
has identity component homotopy equivalent to S I, by the same argument as in the proof 
of Theorem 1.3. The result now follows. 
This section is devoted to proving Theorem 2.1. 
THEORE~Z 2.1. If Al2 is n compact 2-manifold, not S’ or P’, S’ c A?” is essential, and * 
is a point of S’, then E,(S’, M2) has contractible identity component. 
Proof. Let u : Ak x S’ -+ @ x M’ represent an element of n,(E,(S’, M’)), k 2 1. We 
prove that r is null-homotopic. 
Choose a regular neighbourhood V of S’ in ,V2, (V will be homeomorphic to S’ x I 
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or Moeb.) and consider a,(S’) n aV, where x E A’ and CY, denotes rl{x} x S’. We now 
proceed as follows: 
(i) Homotop r so that r,(S’) n d Vconsists of a finite number of points, for all x E A”. 
(ii) Homotop z to remove all the crossing points in this intersection, for all x E Ak. 
[iii) We are left with an embedding /? : A” x S’ + Ak x V and, by using a collar of dV 
in V, we can push J away from 8 V so that /I,(S’) n 8 V = 0. Now /? represents an element 
of n,E*(S’, V) where S’ is the central circle of V, and we apply Theorem 2.2 or 2.3 to 
show that /I is null-homotopic and hence so is CL. 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf S’x{-)}=S’cS’x1and~~S~, then the identity component of 
E,(S’, S’ x Z) is contractible. 
THEORE~X 2.3. If icl’ is the Moebius band, S’ c M2 is the central circle, and * E S’, 
then the identity component of E,(S’, M’) is contractible. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We will use Lemma 0.9 which says that the identity component 
of & X a#’ x Z) is contractible. From Remark 1.2 it follows that the identity component 
of &xarv*(S’ x 1) is contractible, where * E S’ x 1. 
Now consider the fibration 
H so x 21 v s4S’ x 0 -+ Kc xar ,,(S’ x 0 + US’, S’ x 9. 
As Hst y d, vsl(S’ x I) $z Hst X ar(S’ x I)’ the result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We will use Lemma 0.11 which says that H,,(M) is contractible. 
Hence if * E I+%, HsMv*(M) is contractible. 
Now consider the fibration 
H JM v s4W -+ HJ, w&W --$ E&‘> W- 
By “cutting along Sl,” it is clear that H,, v s,(M) r HslXar(S1 x I) which has contractible 
identity component. The result now follows. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, we must show that steps (i) and (ii) at the 
beginning of this section can be carried out. 
We carry out step (i) by arguing as follows. aV is either one circle or two circles. In 
either case, a component C of aV has a cylinder S’ x I as regular neighbourhood in M. 
Let TL denote projections S’ x I-+ I. By a small isotopy of a fixed outside a small neigh- 
bourhood of a-‘(Ak x C), we can arrange that x o a is non-degenerate on a neighbour- 
hood W of a-‘(Ak x C). i.e. (n o a)-‘(x) is a finite number of points, if x E a(W). This is 
done inductively by working up the skeletons of a triangulation of A’ x S’ moving the 
barycentres of the simplices. The required result follows immediately. 
Now consider step (ii). The points of a,(S’) n aV fall into two classes+rossing 
points and non-crossing points. Let n, be the number of crossing points in a,(S') n al', 
and define n = max(n,). (This exists as a is PL, and all our spaces are compact.) If n = 0, 
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$3. THE “ SPACES ” ff,,z(.Lf), Hs(cW). H,(M), H(.Lf) 
In -this section, we consider the relationships between the above four ‘*spaces” of 
homeomorphisms of a ‘-manifold A4 where * E &f, and calculate their homotopy groups. 
Of course, we have a commutative square of inc!usion maps 
H, “B(!cf) -: H,(itl) 
‘1 lP 
H*(hl) -;’ H(ILf). 
The following theorem contains the main results of the section. 
THEORE~I 3.1. (a) If ,VI is a compact, connected 2-manifold, not S”, P’, K, T, S’ x 1, 
Moeb. or D”, then 3, p, 7, 6 are aN homotopy equivalences on identity components. Hence 
all four spaces have contractible components. 
(b) non-closed manifolds. (i) If M = D’, z and S are both homofopy equivalences. AN 
homotopy groups of all four spaces are zero, except for n,(H,(D”)) g rr,(H(D’)) G Z. 
(ii) If M = Moeb., ‘/ and 6 are homotopJ$ equivalences on identity components. 7-c,(H(ivloeb.)) 
= 0, i2 2 and rcI(H(Moeb.)) 2 Z. The natural 117rrp Z z x,(H(Moeb.)) -+nI(E(*, Mdeb.)) 
E Z is multiplication bv 2. 
(iii) If A4 = S’ x I, 7 and d are homotopy equicalences ou identity compoI7euts. The rzatwal 
map rri(H(S1 x I)) + n,(S, x Z) is an isomorphism, i 2 1. 
(c) closed manifolds. /I and 7 are automatically isomorphisnu. 
(i) If A4 = T, the natural map rri(H(T)) -+ xi(T) is an isomorphism, i 2 1. 
(ii) Zf M = K, n,(H(K)) = 0, i 2 2 and nl(H(K)) = Z. 
(iii) Zf M = P*, the natural map 7-ci(H(P2)) + ni(P2) is all isomorphism ifi 2 3, rc,(H(P*)) = 0 
and x,(H(P’)) r Z, . 
(iv) rf M = S*, H(S’) N 0,. 
The rest of the section is devoted to proving the above results. We consider the maps 
1, /I, y, 6 in turn. 
The map 6. Consider the fibration H*(M): H(AJ) --t E(*, A!f) N hJ. 
If 5I + S2 or P’, xi(kJ) = 0 for i 2 2. Thus Y* : ni(H,(M)) --* ni(H(Af)) is an isomor- 
phism if i 2 2 and AI f S2 or P*. 
Lemmas 0.12 and 0.13 
E,(H(IM)) 4 7rI(Al) is zero. 
Hence if M $ S’, P’, K, 
on identity component. 
imply that, if &I + P, K, T, S’ x I or Moeb., then the map 
T, S’ x I or Moeb., it follows that 2 is a homotopy equivalence 
The map ,!?. If SXl = Q5, /I is trivially an isomorphism, so we consider the case ?Xl = 
c, u . . LJ C, where each Ci is a circle. Let 0 E C,, and consider the fibration 
H,(bf) 5 H(A,Jj --f E(*, C,). 
As Ei(S’) = 0, i 2 2, [I.+’ : rr,(H,,(AJ)) --t ni(H(M)j is an isomorphism if i 2 2. 
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Lemmas 0.12 and 0.13 imply that, if M + S’ x I or hfoeb., then the composite map 
n,(H(,V)) + rr,(C,) I; Xi(M) 
is zero. (i : C, -+ XI is the inclusion map.) Now it is a monomorphism unless M = D’. 
Hence, if M + S’ x I, Moeb. or D’, it follows that fi’ is a homotopy equivalence on iden- 
tity component. 
Now consider the fibration 
K,(M) + H,(M) + H.,(G). 
The identity component of H,(C,) is isomorphic to H,,(Z) which is contractible by 
Lemma 0.7 and Remark 1.2. Thus H,,(M) and H,(M) have homotopy equivalent identity 
components. 
It now follows, by induction, that j is a homotopy equivalence on identity components, 
if M + S’ x 1, Moeb. or D2. 
The map y. If aM = 0, y is trivially an isomorphism, so we consider the case dM = 
c, u . . * u C,, where each Ci is a circle. Let 0 E C, and consider the fibration 
The method of proof of Lemma 0.12 shows that the image of g is central in n,(M - *). 
But Lemma 0.13 shows that n,(M - +), which is isomorphic to x,(M - D’), has trivial 
ff, v o(M) s ff,(M) + E(o, Cd. 
As above, y*’ : q(H, v JM)) + ni(H,(M)) is an isomorphism if i 2 2. 
Now consider the composite map 
9 : n,(~&W) -+ ~~(‘3 --) n,(M - *I. 
centre if M - D2 + S’ x I or Moeb. i.e. if M + D2. 
Therefore, y is a homotopy equivalence on identity components if M + D2. 
The map 6. Remark 1.2 shows that 6 is a homotopy equivalence on identity components 
if&V*@. 
The exceptional cases: D2, S2, S’ x I, T, Moeb., K, P2. (a) If M = D’, then the 
identity component of H(D2) is homotopy equivalent to S’. For consider the fibrations 
(A) NaD2( D2) + H(D’) -+ H(S’) 
(B) H&S’) -+ H(S’) -+ E(*, S,) = S’. 
Ha&D’) 2: *, by Lemma 0.7 and Remark 1.2. Thus H(D2) rz H(S’). Now the identity 
component of NJS’) is isomorphic to H,,(I) which is also contractible. Thus the identity 
component of H(S’) is homotopy equivalent to S1. 
(b) If M = S2, then H(S2) EZ 0,) H,(S2) 2: OZ and the obvious square diagram commutes. 
There is a map 0, -+ H(Sqel), see [lo] for details. Now consider the commutative 
diagram 
--) Irito2) + nif”3> 
L 
lf 1 ni(s2) 
7 
+ xi(H*(s2)> + 7ri(H(S’)) 
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and use the fact that f is an isomorphism, by Theorem l.l(ii). 
(c) If M = S’ x Z, the natural map H(S’ x Z) + E(*, S’ 
lence on the identity component. 
As y is a homotopy equivalence, it is certainly true 
identity component. Now consider the fibration 
H*(S’ x Z) -+ H(S’ x I) + E(*, s’ x I) ” S’. 
It is obvious that the map n,(H(S’ x I)) --t z,(S’) is 
(d) If M = T, we proceed as in Cc). 
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x 1) 2~ S’ is a homotopy equiva- 
that H,(S’ x I) has contractible 
onto. The result now follows. 
(e) If M = Moeb., xi(H(Moeb.)) = 0 if i 2 2, n,(H(Moeb.)) = Z, and the natural map 
Z g xl(H(Moeb.)) -+ nl(E(*, Moeb.)) g Z is multiplication by 2. 
As y is a homotopy equivalence, it is certainly true that H,(Moeb.) has contractible 
identity component. Now consider the fibration 
H,(Moeb.) + H(Moeb.) + E(*, Moib.) E S’. 
It is immediate that Jr,(H(Moeb.)) = 0 if i 2 2. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
rc,(H(Moeb.)) L rr,(E(*, Molb.)) G n,(Moeb.) z Z 
1 T 
2 s n,(H(d Moeb.) -+ xl@ IMoeb.) g Z. 
The map Z z n,(a Moeb.) + n,(Moeb.) r 2 is multiplication by 2, thus the image 
offlies in 22. But 2 is clearly in the image off. The result follows asfis a monomorphism. 
(f) If M = K, x((H(K)) = 0, i 2 2 and xl(H(K)) = 2. 
The first part of the statement is clear from consideration of the fibration 
H,(K) -. H(K) -+E(*, K) _N K, 
and the facts that H,(K) has contractible identity component and ni(K) = 0 if i 2 2. 
From the well known presentation of K as a square with edges identified, Fig. 1, it 
follows that z,(K) is the free group on two generators a, b with the relation abab-’ = 1 
i.e. bab-’ = a-l. 
b :b 
a 
FIG. 1 
LEMMA 3.2, The centre of the group G ={a, b : bab-’ = a-‘} is generated by b’ and 
has infinite order. 
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Proof Certainly bZ is in the centre, as bz commutes with b and uith CI. It commutes 
with a because b’ab-’ = b(bab-‘)b-’ = ba-lb-’ = (bab-I)-’ = a. 
Note that u and b both have infinite order, as the infinite dihedral group D(co) has 
the relations bab-’ = a-‘, b’ = 1 and a has infinite order, and 2 @Zl has the relations 
bab- ’ = a- ‘, a2 = 1 with b of infinite order. 
NOW any element of G can be written in the form a’bs by using the relation ab = ba-‘. 
Suppose db”is central in G. Then (db’)b = b(db’). :. a’b = bar, 3 d = bdb-’ = (bab- l)’ = 
a -I, * r = 0, as n has infinite order. 
Now b is not central as ab = ba, -a = bab- * = a- ‘, =>a2 = 1, which is false, 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now consider the map f: n,(H(K)) + n,(K), which is a monomorphism as 
n,(H,(K)) = 0. The image ofj‘is central in rr,(K), by Lemma 0.12. But b2 is in the image 
off. For consider the isotopy obtained by sliding K over itself parallel to the b generator 
of homotopy. “ If we go twice round,” we end up with the identity homeomorphism of K, 
so we have defined an element of n,(H(K)) and it is clear that the image in n,(K) is b2. 
Therefore n,(H(K)) z 2. 
(g) If 1LI = P’, the natural map ni(H(P’)) + ni(P2) is an isomorphism if i 2 3, n,(H(P’)) = 0 
and n,(H(P2)) z Zz . 
Consider the fibration 
H*(P’) --f H(P2) + E(*, PI) N P’. 
As nl(H*(PZ)) = 0 if i 2 2, the first result follows if i 2 3. 
Consider the homotopy exact sequence 
(C) 0 -+ n2W(P2N + 772(P2> + nl(fJ*(P2))+ n1(fw2N+ 7-6 l(P2)-t %W*(P2N -+ %W(P2)). 
We will prove that the map x,(P’) + rr,(H,(P’)) is a monomorphism, and the the map 
Z g n,(P’) -+ nI(H,(P2)) E Z is multiplication by 2. This will prove that n2(H(P’)) = 0 
and nl(H(P2)) S’ 2,. 
LEMMA 3.3. The map n,(P2) --f n,(H,(P’)) is a monomorphism. 
Proof. q,(H(P2)) = 1 and TT,,(H*(P’)) = Z,. As n,(P’) 2 Zz , the exactness of (C) 
gives the required result. 
To see that xo(H(P2)) = 1, take a homeomorphism h of P’. Ambient isotop /I to leave 
a point * fixed and then so that a 2-disc containing * in its interior is mapped onto itself. 
Ifthe map is orientation preserving, we can isotop h to be fixed on the disc, by the Alexander 
trick. We would then be left with a homeomorphism of Moeb. fixed on the boundary, 
which must be isotopic to the identity. If h reverses the orientation of the disc, do an isotopy 
of 11 which takes * round an orientation reversing path. 
This proof also shows that n,(H,(P’)) z 2,. 
LEMMA 3.4. The map Z z n2(P2) -+ nl(H.+(P2)) z Z is multiplication by 2.. 
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Proof. Let 71 : S’ -+ P2 be the standard projection and 9 u 0’ = ;:-‘(*). 
Consider the diagram 
Zr irr(P) -+ q(H*(P)) i: x,(Ef& P’ - *)) 2 z 
= -1% xztnl, 
z r ?Q(S’) f ,,(H;(S’)) z z 7 n,(H, ” .,(S’)) 7 x,(E(pr. S’ - * LJO,)) E z 
Note that f is multiplication by 2. See $3, paragraph (b). 9 is an isomorphism because 
of the fibration 
H o u .,(.S’) 5 H&S’) -+ E(o’, S’ - 0) rz *. 
h is an isomorphism as it is clearly onto. 
Finally k is multiplication by 2. To see this, consider the diagram 
7clH,(P) A n,E*(P, P) z n,E,(D’, R*) : ir, H,(R’) 
k1 4 
n,E(pt, P2 - *) + 
rl 
n,E(pt, R’ - *) 
The maps are all natural maps obtained by choosing an embedding (R”, *) c (P2, *). 
I, m, n are all isomorphisms. See the proof of Theorem 1. I(ii). p is clearly an isomorphism. 
q is multiplication by 2. 
The result of the lemma now follows. 
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